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Abstract
The Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) at The University of
Texas at El Paso (UTEP) has been the leader in academia on the development of Liquid Oxygen
(LO2) and Liquid Methane (LCH4) propulsion technologies. One of the projects being developed
at cSETR is a suborbital vehicle whose mission is to evaluate performance parameters,
demonstrate restart capability, and demonstrate the propulsion system operation in microgravity.
This vehicle, called Daedalus, will use a 500-lbf LO2-LCH4 rocket engine that can be throttled
down to 100-lbf. To accomplish this goal, UTEP partnered with the El Paso County to lease a plot
of land next to an airport in Fabens, Texas. This land will be for the construction and development
of the Technology Research and Innovation Accelerated Park (tRIAc).
The following work describes the details on the design process, analysis, decisions, and
design characteristics of the liquid oxygen-liquid engine rocket engine testing facility. Several
design requirements of the systems and the subsystems were developed. Those design
requirements will be covered in detail in this document.
The tRIAc will serve as a test facility, which includes different assets such as the Static
Thrust Stand (STS), Load Cell Module (LCM), and a Cryogenic Propellant Feed System (CPFS)
The Static Thrust Stand (STS) will house the Load Cell Module (LCM) during testing, and the
propellant will be delivered using the Cryogenic Propellant Feed System (CPFS).
The Static Thrust Stand (STS) was designed in house by the cSETR, which will serve as a
framework and support to load cell module (LCM), and the cryogenic propellant feed system
(CPFS). Also a vertical test stand was designed for later stages of testing. Both of them have the
same capabilities and can easily adapt the LCM and CPFS. Both structures will be integrated into
a static interface located at the tRIAc in Fabens, Texas.

v

The load cell module (LCM) will measure the thrust generated by the LO2-LCH4 rocket
engines developed by cSETR. Due to the variation of thrust provided by the rocket engines, the
LCM has the capability of adapting to the different needs. The loads cells can be changed and
measure thrust up to 2,000 lbf. Also, the system is designed to be integrated between the rocket
engine cage and the STS located at tRIAc.
The propellant delivery system has the capability to transfer pressurized liquid oxygen
and methane to both the 500 and 2,000 lbf engines. The system is equipped with pressure and
temperature probes, which determine the state of the fluids during the test. This will help us to
understand the flow of cryogenic fluids throughout the entire system. The data acquired, such as
thrust, chamber pressure, inlet pressures, tank pressure, propellant flow rates, and engine
temperatures will be used to develop a system flow model that would facilitate future designs.
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Chapter 1: Load Cell Module
1.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The MIRO Center for Space Exploration and Technology Research (cSETR) is aiming to
continue on the development of several aerospace technologies. These technologies include the
research on space vehicles, rocket engines, and other areas for the advancement of interplanetary
exploration. Janus and Daedalus are the pioneers at cSETR in the journey for the research and
development of such technologies at cSETR. In spite of the fact that both the CROME and
CROME-X engines are being developed simultaneously and use LO2-LCH4 as a propellant, they
require different modifications to perform similar flight, combustion, and testing cases. The load
cell module will be used to measure the thrust generated by the CROME and CROME-X engines
developed by the cSETR. In order to serve as a measuring platform for any engine, the LCM is
separated into three (3) different assemblies: load cells, static thrust measuring interface, and
adaptable engine platform (See Fig. 1.1.1). The separation of components allows an easy transition
at the moment of interchanging to a different engine, which will be useful for future testing.
Nonetheless, it is required an easy transition during transportation, installation, and testing
procedures. For that reason, static thrust measuring structure interface shall have a minimum of
four (4) hitch points.

Figure 1.1.1. Load Cell Module Overall System Interface
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In order to collect data accurately, the LCM has three (3) strain gage transducers that will
convert the force applied into a measurable electrical output. The electrical signal is directly
proportional to the force being measured. These load cells are particularly stiff, have good
resonance values, and tend to have long life cycles in application. These work on the principle
that the planar resistor deforms when the material of the load cells deforms appropriately.
Deformation of the strain gauge changes its electrical resistance, by the amount that is
proportional to the strain. The gauges are bonded onto a beam or structural member that deforms
is applied. In most cases, four strain gages are used to obtain maximum sensitivity and
temperature compensation. These transducers shall be installed one hundred and twenty degrees
(120°) apart on the adaptable engine platform (See Figure 1.1.2). The reason why we chose to
place only three (3) transducers equally separated is to do not over constrain the measurements
of the system, and also measure the off axis thrust of the engine.
The load cell module has the capability of changing the pressure transducers to
accommodate to different loads. The load cells chosen for the engine test are load profile load
cells manufactured by Omega. Both the 500-lbf and 2000-lbf engines will utilize similar type of
load cells, but with a different capacity range. The set up for the 500-lbf engine test will
accommodate three (3) load cells rated for 250-lbf. According to the provider, the accuracy of
the load cell is 0.15% of full scale, which means that the accuracy value will be constant for the
instrument over all the readings. Similarly, for the 2000-lbf engine the load cells selected will be
high-accuracy, low-profile load cells rated with a capacity of 1000-lbf each. More information
about the pressure transducers is included in the appendix section of this document. Nonetheless,
in order to obtain accurate thrust data, the LCM must be calibrated prior each hot fire test. The
stiffness of the propellant system changes as the temperature of propellant lines drop, leading to
the engine get chilled to cryogenic temperatures and then pressurized to the operating pressure.
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Figure 1.1.2. Top View of Load Cell Module Interface Plate

As mentioned before, the LCM will be placed between the rocket engine cage and the
STS. Therefore, LCM has a bolt pattern on the adaptable engine platform (See Figure 1.1.2) that
matches the engine cage, which is explained in Table 1.2.1 below. The requirements listed are
defined by the engine cage, which was developed by cSETR. The cage will enclose and support
the engine during testing conditions. Therefore, the requirements listed below are driven by the
cage design constraints. Some of the requirements are the bolt pattern diameter, bolt hole
dimensions, specification on what bolts shall be used, instrumentation specifications, and also
the consideration of human ergonomics during installation. Detailed definitions of the
requirements are listed on the next section.
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1.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Table 1.2.1. Adaptable Engine Platform List of Requirements

Load Cell Module Design Requirements
Requirement

Specified Section

Definition

Bolt Pattern Diameter

Diameter shall be 20.22 inches in diameter
from the center of the plate.

Bolt Hole Diameter*

Diameter shall be 0.906200 inches with a
tolerance of 0.005 inch (5/1000”).

Interface

* This complies with the general loose
screw clearance diameter for a 0.75 inches
(¾”) bolt.
Bolts

Bolts used on the adaptable engine platform
shall comply with the previous
requirements.

Engine Instrumentation

Adaptable engine platform shall have an
opening in the center of the plate to ensure

Function

the access of instrumentation and control
from the top part of the system.
Installation Ergonomics

Adaptable engine platform shall have
sufficient space to ensure proper installation
of the engine holding cage.

Instrumentation
Harnessing and Wiring

Must accommodate harnessing and wiring
for instrumentation

1.2.1 Load Cell Module Firing Requirements
Also part of the design requirements is to determine the different loads that the LCM will
experience in the various operations. In order to define the loads, the load cell module will
experience, both firing and non-firing conditions were considered. Starting with the non-firing
4

conditions, the first requirement was for the load cell module to withstand 3g’s of load. This was
determined due to the case of an accidental drop or topples of the LCM during installation,
transportation, and operation. Also the LCM shall remain static during transportation and
operation with a factor of safety of 2.0 to yield. The third non-fire load requirement determines
the LCM shall withstand the dead weight of both the 500 and 2,000-lbf engines. This
requirement has to meet a safety factor of 2.0 to yield strength of the material determined.
Similarly, the LCM shall withstand its own weight with a minimum of four (4) hitch points for
transportation and installation with a safety factor of 2.0 to yield. Additionally, it should resist
different impacts during operation and transportation such as accidental hammer hit, dropped
instrumentation, lifting and set up. Besides the previous requirements described, the load module
shall be easy to carry around and be limited to a maximum weight of 200 lbs.
Table 1.2.2. Non-Firing Load Requirements of Load Cell Module

Non-Firing Load Requirements
Derived Design
Requirement
DDR-NF-1
DDR-NF-2

DDR-NF-3

Non-Firing Load
Requirements
Accidental drop or topples
during installation and
transportation
Dead weight of both the
CROME and CROME-X
engines
LCM own weight during
transportation and
installation
Transportation Ergonomics

DDR-NF-4

Definition
Shall withstand 3g’s of load
A safety factor of 2.0 to ASTM A500
yield strength must be met
Must withstand its weight with a
minimum of four (4) hitch points. A
safety factor of 2.0 to ASTM A500
yield strength must be met
LCM shall be considered easy to
carry around. Its maximum weight of
the LCM shall be 200 lbs

1.2.2 Load Cell Module Non-Firing Requirements
Nonetheless, the load requirements during firing operations were also defined. We must
remember that the LCM will experience the loads of two different engines; therefore, the LCM
shall withstand 2,000-lbf distributed throughout the adaptable engine platform contact surface.
The factor of safety to yield allowed under this condition must be 2.0 to yield strength of the
material. On the other hand, the LCM will experience vibrations during firing operations of the
5

engine tests. Therefore, the second requirement for the LCM is to have a dynamic first major
node frequency over 100 Hz. Lastly, the LCM shall resist dynamic loading at amplitudes equal
to or greater than the thrust level of the both engines.
Table 1.2.3. Firing Load Requirements of Load Cell Module

Fire Load Requirements
Derived Design

Firing Load

Requirement

Requirements

DDR-F-1

Definition

Shall withstand maximum

A load 2,000-lbf distributed

thrust expected (2,000-lbf

throughout the adaptable engine

from CROME-X)

platform contact surface with a factor
of safety to yield of 2.0

DDR-F-2

DDR-F-3

Shall withstand major

First major node frequency must be

frequencies during firing

over 100 Hz when maximum load

operations

(2,000-lbf) is applied

Shall withstand dynamic

Dynamic loading at amplitudes equal

loading at two amplitudes

or greater than the thrust level of both
engines must be met

1.3 DESIGN DETAILS
The structure of the load cell module is a design part of the design process since it will
provide the framework and support for the load cells, which will allow the measurement of the
engines. The LCM will experience a variety of loads during the firing, non-firing, transportation,
and testing set-up. Thus the structure has to be able to withstand high forces, which as explained
in the previous section can go up to 2,000-lbf.
In order to serve as a measuring platform for future projects, the load cell module (LCM) is
separated into three (3) different assemblies: a static interface, adaptable engine platform, and load
cell base adapter. The separation of components allows an easy transition at the moment of
interchanging to a different engine, which will be useful for testing higher thrust engines.
The LCM design is composed of a hexagon pattern of beams. This allows to have an easier
transition from the circular pattern on the engine module, which will protect and hold the engine,
6

into the load cell module. The load cell module was divided into different sections to allow the
parts to be interchangeable for future needs. The beams chosen for the design are a modified
version of a typical HSS beam, which are common and easy to obtain. The modification on the
beams was by removing a wall of the HSS, which is the shape of a typical C-Channel.

Figure 1.3.1. Top View of the Load Cell Module

This modified design allows the asset to meet one of the major requirements, which was to
weigh less than 200 lbm. At the beginning, the initial design iterations had an average weight of
300 lbm. The NIOSH lifting equation always uses a load constant (LC) of 51 pounds, which
represents the maximum recommended load weigh to be lifter under ideal conditions. This
equation takes into consideration other factors such as the horizontal distance of the hand from the
midpoint, vertical distance of the hands from the floor, vertical travel distance of the hands between
the origin and destination, asymmetry angle, repetition of the movement, and coupling of the asset.
All the dimension of length of the equation are in inches, and the other factors can be found in
tables found in literature. Based on the load constant value of 51 pounds and due to the weight of
the LCM and the ergonomic factors, this had to be carried by a minimum of four (4) people. The
modification of the web beams, along with other design features allowed the LCM to be below the
maximum allowed weight of 200 lbm.
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Figure 1.3.2. Side View of the Load Cell Module

Nonetheless, the load cell module required an easy transition during transportation,
installation, and testing procedures. As previously mentioned, for that reason, the weight of the
load cell module had to be under 200 lbm. The initial weight of each beam was seven (7) pounds,
which in total summed a total weight of 87 lbm on just the structural components of the LCM.
After modifying the beams, the maximum allowed weight requirement was met by modifying the
structural beams without compromising the structural integrity of the asset. It was accomplished
by removing material from the beam web, which significantly helped reduce the weight. Figure
1.3.2 shows cut pattern done on the load cell module beams. The web cut pattern consists of three
(3) openings, which have an oval shape with 3.5” in length, and 1.75” in height. It has four (4)
radial chamfers located on each corner of 0.75” radially.
With the reduction of size and weight on each beam, the upper structure and the lower
structure were build. Both include the integration of the beams to form the structure. Each structure
consists of six (6) modified beams, which are designed to allow the test set-up to integrate the load
cells without a specific pattern.
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Figure 1.3.3. Isometric View of Load Cell Interface Beam

The upper structure consists of four (4) load cell module beams, and two (2) load cell
interface beam. The LCM assembly will use a total of ten (10) load cell module beams, and only
two (2) load cell interface beam. All the beams are the same length (17 inches), have typical 45˚
cut at both ends, and have the same open web pattern. The difference between both structural
members, the load cell module beam and the load cell interface beam, is the placement of a bolt
pattern. The load cell interface beam has a bolt pattern that allows the LCM to be attached to the
horizontal test stand. This attachment is achieved by adding interface support bars to the upper
structure, and having a threaded rod go through the bolt pattern located on the top surface of the
beam.
The support bar hole in the load cell interface beam (See Figure 1.3.3) will attach the load
cell interface and the interface support bars (See Figure 1.3.4). This attachment will be
accomplished by using a threaded rod, which will go throughout the interface support bars and the
load cell interface upper wall. The support bars bolt holes are 0.609” in diameter, which is the
loose fit for a ½” bolt. Each hole is located 1.125” from the surface where the web cuts are, and
they are 14” apart from each other. Additionally, gusset plates are welded to the load cell interface
beam. This was done to connect bracing members to other structural members in the lateral force
resisting system. A gusset plate can be fastened to a permanent member either by bolts, rivets, or
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welding. Gusset plates not only serve as a method of joining members, but also to strengthen the
joint in structural members. Sometimes is a combination of the three; bolts, rivets, or welding to
achieve the desired strength. The design approach for the load cell module was to weld the gusset
plates to load cell interface beam and bolted to the interface support bars. The holes in the gusset
plate will help the alignment of the interface support bars, and also allows the joint points to be
stronger. The gusset plates can be seen on Figure 1.3.2 and on Figure 1.3.4

Figure 1.3.4. Front and Side View of Integration of Load Cell Interface Beam and Interface Support Bars

As previously mentioned, the gusset plate will be welded to the load cell interface beam
and bolted to the interface support bars. The bolted connection consists of a two-hole bolt pattern
that goes through top plate surface of the gusset plate. The plate that is in contact with the interface
beam is 2.5”x1.5”x0.125” and the bolt pattern on it is located ¾” from the edge of the plate. The
bolt pattern has a diameter of 0.2969”, which is the loose fit for a ¼” bolt hole. The triangular face
of the gusset plate is 2.0”x1.5” and is located 0.125” from the edge of the oval cut pattern on the
beams, and has a thickness of ¼”. We must remember that the upper structure will have two (2)
load cell interface beam, which each has two (2) interface support bars and two (2) interface
support bar gusset plates. The other four (4) structural members are the typical load cell module
beams (See Figure 1.3.5), which are a modified version of a typical 3”x2”x0.25” C-Channel beam.
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Similarly, the lower structure consists of six (6) beams. Each one of the beams has the same
bolt pattern, which allows the integration of the load cell plate adapter (See Figure 1.3.5). The six
(6) typical load cell module beams will be welded together face to face on the 45˚ cut on each end.
The bolt patter located on the bottom flange of the beam (See Figure 1.3.5) is located 4.25” from
the 45˚ cut, and they are 8.25” apart from each other. These bolt pattern will serve as the interface
between the lower LCM structure and the adaptable engine platform. Nonetheless, the top side of
the beam also has a bolt hole that will be used for the load cell adapter. All the orifices on the
typical load cell module beam are 0.609”, which is the loose fit for a ½” hole.

Figure 1.3.5. Isometric View of Typical Load Cell Module Beam

The lower structure will be attached to the interface plate through bolted connection using
½” bolts. The interface plate has a hexagonal shape, which matches the same geometry of the
upper and lower structures. The bolt pattern has twelve (12) bolts on the plate and is distributed
on the six (6) sides. The bolt holes are the same diameter as the structural beams, which is 0.609”
through the thickness of the plate which is ½”. As seen in Figure 2.3.2, the corners of the hexagonal
plate are chamfered. This is to avoid having sharp edges, and also make the plate to be easier to
manufacture with a CNC by using a corner rounding tool. The orifice located at the center of the
plate serves as an opening for the engine module. The engine module will serve as a cage for the
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rocket engines, valves, pipes, and other instrumentation that will be located on top of the engine.
This opening has a diameter of 13.5” and it matches the opening on the engine module.
As previously mentioned, one of the major requirements for the load cell module was the
total weight. The interface plate is the main contributor to the total weight of the engine with a
weigh of 84.375 pound. This is 43.7% of the total load cell module weight, but we must remember
that the interface plate adapter is the component that will be the first component to see the initial
impact due to rocket startup. The engine ignition will cause the plate to see stresses approximately
four (4) times the steady state thrust of the engine, which are considered dynamic loads or dynamic
stresses.

Figure 1.3.6. Isometric View of Typical Load Cell Module Beam

1.3.1 Load Cell Module Measurement and Calibration
In order to verify and minimize error stack up in the Isp calculation the thrust and propellant
mass flow rates of the engines will be calculated. The load cell module was designed for thrust
measurement for both the 500-lbf and 2000-lbf engine, which incorporates three (3) load cells
arranged 120˚ apart from each other. This configuration was based on the Morpheus engine test
and the RS-18 engine test at Withe Sands Test Facility (WSTS). Figure 1.3.7 shows an exploded
view of the load cell placement in between the upper and lower structures.
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Figure 1.3.7. Exploded View of Load Cell Placement in Load Cell Module

The three (3) load cell placement minimizes the error from off-axis thrust loads, and allows
an easier alignment when the strain gages are placed for testing and calibration. Each load cell is
a low profile high accuracy manufactured by Omega (Product specifications are attached in the
appendix section of this document). Since the plan for the load cell module is to be used for both
the 500-lbf and 200-lbf engine the load cell will be changed to accommodate appropriately to the
thrust needs. The loads cell selected for the testing of the 500-lbf engine are rated for 250-lbf each,
which by summing the three (3) we obtain a maximum capability of obtaining data up to 750-lbf.
The load cells have a typical full scale deflection of 0.001 to 0.003 inches (0.025 to 0.0075 mm)
and are constructed out of 17-4 PH Stainless steel. Each one of the strain gages has a safe overload
of 150% to the specified rated capacity, and an ultimate overload of 300% to the same capacity.
For thrust measurement calibration, the load cell module has an interface plate that can
accommodate to both the engine module and the calibration system. The calibration system is a
mechanical system, which is commonly used by agencies to ensure the loads received by the data
acquisition system are correct.
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Figure 1.3.8. Isometric View of the Calibration System mounted to the Horizontal Test Stand

The calibration system (See Figure 1.3.8) is composed of a pulley system and two (2)
plates. One of the plates will serve as the interface between the load cell module, and the other will
be used to place the weights for the calibration. The calibration system design is composed of three
(3) typical hollow structural section (HSS) 2”x2”x0.25” made out of typical steel ASTM A36.
Parts of the calibration system, such as pulley and steel rope have been identified for purchasing.
The parts identified for purchasing follow MIL-DTL-7034E specification, which covers pulleys,
groove, and antifriction bearings just to mention a few specified for the department of defense. All
products under this specification comply with other standards such as ASME B46.1, AMS-QQ-A225/6 and AMS 4037 from the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and also ANSI/ASQCZ1.4 from the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The pulley chosen for the calibration
system is 5” bore diameter MS20221 from Ralmark company, which has an allowable load on the
pulley of 7,000-lbs. The pulley will be connected to the structural bars by a pin with a diameter of
½”, which will be secured by two (2) pins at each end.
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Figure 1.3.9. Side View of the Calibration System mounted to the Horizontal Test Stand

Also wire rope is part of the design, which will connect the interface plate and the weight
plate. At the end of the rope hooks will be place to hook both plates and allow the calibration and
measurement of the loads cells. The wire rope pre-selected is the 7x7x7 stainless steel wire rope,
which has a commercial specification composed of seven (7) strands of 7x7 cable. The wire rope
is manufactured in several diameters, but the pre-selected diameter was ¼”, which approximately
weighs 9.23 pounds per 100 feet. The wire rope is made out of stainless steel 302/304, and has a
minimum break strength of 4,000 pounds. The calibration system will be attached to the horizontal
test stand by two (2) bolts, which will be located on the back bar of the HTS. These bolts will serve
as support during calibration of the load cells. We must remember that in order to gain accurate
data the LCM must be calibrated with the lines pressurized. The stiffness of the feed system will
change as the propellant lines leading to the engine drop to cryogenic temperatures. Once all tubing
and instrumentation has been chilled, the tare value of the loads cells be placed at zero. This is to
account for the dead weight of the entire system. Then a known load will be incrementally applied
through the calibration system by adding weight plates. The load applied will be distributed among
the load cells, which will generate data from the voltage output compared to the force applied.
This must be done prior each test to ensure the quality of the data is accurate at the moment of hot
fire testing.
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Table 1.3.1. Overview of the Calibration System Components

Calibration System Components Overview
Component

Low Profile Load Cell

Pulley

Wire Rope

Structural Supports

Summary

Specifications

Stainless Steel Load Cell
•17-4 PH stainless steel
•3 x LCM402-250 for CROME
•Ultimate Load of 300% of
•3 x LCM402-1000 for CROME-X capacity
•Full Scale Deflection of
0.001” to 0.003”
• Allowable load of 7,000
5” Bore Diameter
lbs
MS2022 by Ralmark Company
• MIL-DTL-7034E
Specification
¼” Stainless Steel 302/304 Wire
• 7x7x7 Wire Rope
Rope
• 4,000 break strength
• 9.23 pounds per 100 feet
Hollow Structural Section (HSS)
• Typical ASTM A36 Steel
2”x2”x0.25”
• HSS 2x2x0.25
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Figure 1.3.10. Isometric View of the Calibration System

1.4 DESIGN VALIDATION
In order to complete the finite element analysis (FEA) of each concept design, the load
cases that were implemented in the model has to be defined. Each load case depicts the various
forces or loads that the load cell module (LCM) will encounter during transportation, setup, firing
operations, and non-firing operations. To ensure that the load cell module will not fail under those
loads, a safety factor was chosen to be the determinant in the design of the all the components. A
factor of safety of 2.0 to yield strength of the material was implemented to all the components.
Those components included the adaptable engine hex-platform, load cell module beams, load cell
adapter, load cell interface beams, interface support bar gusset plates, and the interface support
bars. This factor of safety was incorporated to maintain the LCM weight under the maximum
allowed weight, which was specified by the design requirements. This factor of safety provides a
margin of safety at the moment of the analysis, and it was maintained during all the design
iterations.
The load case applied to the load cell module was to obtain the Eigen values of the load
cell module by doing a modal analysis, and also obtain the displacement and stresses being seen
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by the asset. This load case takes into account the force generated by the thrust of the CROME-X
engine, which is 2,000-lbf. This was implemented as distributed force throughout the contact area
of the load cell module and the engine module. During hot fire testing of the 500-lbf engine the
forces will be measured by the load cells. When completing the finite element analysis of this load
case, the structure shall not experience stresses which exceed the yield strength of the material and
must maintain a 2.0 factor of safety throughout the structure.
1.4.1 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
The FEA model for the load cell module was developed using Altair Hypermesh along
with the Optistruct interface located in the software. The main purpose of completing the finite
element analysis was to determine the final design of the load cell module by locating areas of
high stress concentration, and later optimize the asset based on the requirements already
established. To begin the analysis in Hypermesh, the model was imported into the software from
NX as a IGS file. This allows to keep the same assembly constrains specified in NX. Each one of
the components is different and have different mechanical and physical properties. Therefore,
material and component cards were created per component to specify its properties. Each one of
the components was color coded, which allowed to have a better visualization of the several
components in the assembly. After importing the geometry from the computer automated design
software, the material selected in the FEA model for the structural members in the model had to
be specified. A material card (MAT1) for ASTM A500 steel and AISI 1018 were created, in which
the material properties such as Young’s modulus of elasticity (E), Poisson’s ration (ν), and density
(ρ) were specified. The shear modulus was not specified in the material card for the FEA model
since the software requires to specify either Young modulus of elasticity (E), or the shear modulus
(G), and Poisson’s ration (ν). The missing property is derived utilizing the following equation.

(1)
Material properties used for the Hypermesh model, for both ASTM A500 and AISI 1018,
are shown in Table 1.4.1 and Table 1.4.2 respectively. The load cells chosen for the load cell
module were also modeled using the specified material on the Omega website (See Appendix for
more information). These values were obtained by reviewing literature and online sources. Both
materials have similar material properties, but its respective yield strength is very different. For
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ASTM A500 the yield strength is 45,700 psi and for AISI 1018 is 53,700 psi. This values were
used once the FEA was completed to verify the factors of safety to yield strength were met. Once
the material was defined, the property card for the structural members was added to the model. All
the structural members incorporated similar type of geometry. In order to obtain exact results in a
short amount of time, the approach to the finite element analysis was by representing the parts
through the use of shell elements. These kind of elements are better to represent parts that are
relatively thin compared to their overall surface area and typically have a uniform thickness. Since
all the components in the load cell module are thin and have a uniform thickness they were
represented as shell elements. The shell elements do not have physical thickness representation,
and they are displayed as two dimensional entities whose thickness is a numerical values assigned
to them.
Table 1.4.1. ASTM A500 Steel Properties for Hypermesh Material Card

ASTM A500 Steel, grade B, Shaped Structural Tubing Material Properties
Young’s Modulus of Elasticity (E)

29,000 ksi

Poisson’s ration (ν)

0.29

Density (ρ)

0.282 lb/in3

Tensile Strength, Yield

45.7 ksi

Table 1.4.2. AISI 1018 Steel Properties for Hypermesh Material Card

AISI 1018 Steel Cold Drawn Material Properties
Young’s Modulus of Elasticity (E)

29,000 ksi

Poisson’s ration (ν)

0.29

Density (ρ)

0.284 lb/in3

Tensile Strength, Yield

53.7 ksi

By creating a mid-surface of all the components in the load cell module the shell mesh
approach allows to create a fast and accurate simulations. The amount of elements is less because
the wall thickness is a mathematical value instead of actual modeling of the thickness, which
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results in fast and precise simulations because there are less equations to solve. Also, since the
load cell module is an assembly of several parts a solid mesh approach would need 4 to 5 element
across the thickness of the parts. The minimum elements are to specify the thickness and capture
the bending stress and stiffness in the solution. This would result in a high amount of elements,
which requires high computational power and long running times. In order to better control the
mesh pattern in the load cell module, different modifications to the surfaces were made. Parts as
the load cell module interface plate, typical load cell beam, support bars gusset plates, and interface
support plates have bolt holes. These openings create an “ugly” mesh. The desired mesh should
look smooth and regular by using the simple element type suited for the problem. Since the analysis
on the mesh and the mesh quality, the control of the mesh pattern surrounding the holes was
necessary. This was achieved by creating “washers” on the surface where the orifices are located.
The surface was trimmed by a circle of the size of its respective bolt nut diameter.
After completing the property cards with the materials and creating the mid surface, the
next step is to mesh the surfaces that were created. The first component of the LCM that was
meshed was the interface plate. The reason why it was the first one is because it is the part of the
set that has most of the features. In this case, there are twenty-four (24) bolt holes distributed
throughout the surface of the plate, and also an opening in the center of the plate. By meshing the
component that has most of the details, we can identify what is the best mesh size for it and then
keep the same mesh size in the other structural components. The best mesh size for the component
was 5.0x10-2 (0.05), which allowed the mid surface to be well defined, more specifically it defined
the surface around bolt holes in a “smooth” way. Each bolt hole has an average of forty (40)
elements around the circle diameter.
As previously mentioned, the mesh was kept the same size in all the components. Each one
of the components are composed by different quantities of 2D elements. The 20 components in the
FEA has an element total of 545,843 and 551,669 nodes. The number of elements by each
component is defined in the table below. We must remember that the 2-D mesh significantly
reduces the number of elements, and improves the computing time without compromising the
quality of the FEA results. The mid-surfaces created for the component were moved to its
belonging component card, which contains the material and property cards. The mesh was created
using the auto mesh toll feature for all the 2D elements with an element size of 0.05”. The mesh
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generated was composed of a mixture of quad and trias elements. This mix of elements creates a
better mesh, which is related to obtaining better results at the end.
Table 1.4.3. Number of Elements per Component in the finite element analysis

Number of Elements per
Component
Component
167,541
Load Cell Module Interface Plate
23,852
Typical Load Cell Module Beam
24,654
Load Cell Interface Beam
19,063
Interface Support Bars
Once the material cards and the components’ mesh have been created, the next step was to
define the write the property card of the components. All property cards are defined by the type of
card image, material card, and thickness. As previously mentioned, the wall thickness is a
mathematical value instead of actual modeling of the thickness, which results in fast and precise
simulations because there are less equations to solve. The other components in the model, such as
bolts and weldments, were created as 1-D elements. The bolt elements were generated as 1-D
CBAR elements using the material properties of Zinc Yellow Chromate, which is the material used
for typical Grade 8 bolts. CBAR is a simplified version of CBEAM element and it was used
because the cross-section of the structure and its properties are constant and symmetrical. A bolt
is a perfect example of when it is proper to generate CBAR elements, that is why this type of
element was used.
Upon the completion of the material and property cards of the different components, and
the generation of the 2D and 1D elements the next step was to connect the 2D elements to the other
components. As it was specified in the design, some components will be connected using bolts and
other by weldments. In order to connect the elements a different component card was created. The
feature used to connect the weldment component elements were the rigid elements, which is in the
Hypermesh 1D GUI.
1.4.2 Applied Load Cases
Once the geometric model of the components was finalized, the different load cases were
added to the finite element model. In order to ensure that the model was working properly the
model validation load case and the modal analysis of the load cell module were completed. In
order to set up the load case, the boundary conditions were specified in the model. The boundary
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conditions in the FEA model are defined by constraints and loads which were created in the load
collector section found in the Hypermesh user interface. The first load step was the modal analysis,
which allows us to determine the natural mode shape and frequencies of the structural asset during
free vibration. The types of equations which arise from the modal analysis are those seen in the
Eigen systems. The Eigen values and Eigen vectors obtained from solving the system physically
represent the frequencies and corresponding mode shapes. Our main interest are the lowest
frequencies seen in the modal analysis since there is a large probability that those frequencies will
be prominent at which the object will vibrate.
The generalized equation of motion is the following.
[𝑀][𝑈̈] + [𝐶][𝑈̇] + [𝐾][𝑈] = [𝐹]

(2)

Where [𝑀] is the mass matrix, [𝑈̈] is the second derivative of displacement [𝑈] with
respect to time or acceleration, [𝑈̇] is the first derivative with respect to time or velocity, [𝐶] is
damping matrix, [𝐾] is the stiffness matrix, and [𝐹] is the force vector. However, in vibrational
modal analysis the damping is generally disregarded. By ignoring the damping coefficient, only
the first and third terms on the left hand side of the equation are still remaining.
[𝑀][𝑈̈] + [𝐾][𝑈] = 0

(3)

This is the general form of the Eigen system in structural engineering using finite element
method. The modal analysis allows to identify elements that are not connected properly, and
allows to determine the natural frequencies of the system. The natural frequencies calculated in
the modal analysis allow the prevention of resonance occurring when the load is applied. The
modal validation was added to the load collector first. In order to have accurate the constraints
were generated by using single point constraints (SPC’s) in the Hypermesh model. The single
point constrains were located in the contact area between the interface support bars and the
horizontal test stand. The single point constraints allow the fix one or more degrees of freedom
for the given nodes. We must remember that the values can be zero or non-zero and they must be
defined by the expected behavior of the actual asset.
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Figure 1.4.4. Generation of Single Point Constraints Between the LCM and HTS

After the SPC was generated in the model, the load step was created. The load step
indicates the load and constraint for the specific load case created. The load step was the run
utilizing the user interface integrated in Optistruct software, in which the results for the Von
Misses stresses were reviewed to ensure that the stresses met the specified requirements
mentioned before. Once the model validation was completed, the modal analysis was added into
the FEA. In order to complete the modal analysis, an EIGRL cards was generated in the load
collector. This entry defines the method and select the parameters that control the extraction
procedure of the different eigenvalues. Optistruct applies the Lanczos method for the EIGRL
card, which defines the lower frequency bound, upper frequency bound, and number of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors desired. These values are used by the software to complete the
eigenvalue analysis, which as a results it yields the natural frequencies of the entire system [17].
To calculate the natural frequencies, or free vibration mode of the structure, the eigenvalues can
be calculated using the equation below.
[𝐾 − 𝜔𝑖 2 𝑀]{ф𝑖 } = 0

(4)

Where K is the stiffness matrix,𝜔𝑖 is the natural frequency, M is the mass matrix, and ф𝑖
is the eigenvector mode shape [17]. Once the EIGRL card was generated, the load step was
created. This load step specified the EIGRL card under the method section found in the load step.
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After specifying the desired outputs, the modal analysis then ran using Optistruct. This was
required to measure and analyze the dynamic response of the asset.

Figure 1.4.5. Engine Module and Load Cell Module Contact Area

Once the model was working correctly, the firing load cases were applied into the finite
element analysis. To define the load case, the constraints of the system had to be specified. The
loads generated by the engine were added first to the model as these are the largest magnitude
load which the load cell module will experience. The force of 2000-lbf was created as a pressure
load in the user interface. This force is distributed through the contact area between the load cell
module and the engine cage. The interface area consists of circle with an outer diameter of 26”
which has an opening of 13.25” in diameter, which is a contact area of 392 in2. Therefore, the
assigned load collector was generated as a pressure with a magnitude of 5.089 in the positive zaxis. The pressure value was obtained by dividing the force of 2000-lbf by the surface of the
object per unit area which the force is distributed. Figure 1.4.5 shows the contact area of the
engine module and the load cell module and Figure 1.4.6 below shows an image of how the
applied pressure load was generated in the FEA Hypermesh.
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Figure 1.4.6. Pressure Load Generated on Load Cell Module Contact Area

Figure 1.4.7. Isometric View of Load Cell Module Analysis Setup

A review of all the loads and how they were organized in the finite element analysis are
included in the appendix section of this document. After the load were created, and the mesh was
properly connected using 1D elements the next step was the generate results and do the analysis
of the asset.
1.4.3 Finite Element Analysis Results
Once the setup in Hypermesh was completed for the LCM, the finite element analysis
model was initiated to obtain the stress analysis of the structure. In the results, both the Von misses
stress and the displacement of 1D and 2D elements were reviewed. These results allow us to
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determine if the LCM met the desire structural requirements established before the design phase.
As previously mentioned, the safety factor of 2.0 to yield strength of the material selected was
utilized in all the components of the load cell module. The modal analysis completed on the design
of the asset provided the natural frequencies of the structure, which dictate the levels in which the
asset will experience resonance during testing. Resonance occurs when the vibration of the assets
reaches its maximum magnitude, which is related to the damping ratio, the load applied, and the
displacement of the structure. The resonances can cause powerful frequency levels which are
capable of causing failure of the material, therefore the addition of structural supports,
reinforcements, and designing a stiffer structure is needed. A conceptual relationship for a single
span structure carrying distributed loads can be determined from span (L), deflection (Δ), stiffness
(K), and natural frequency (f), which is defined in the equations 6 and 7 below [18].
∆=

𝑐1
𝐾

= 𝑐2 ∙ 𝐿4

(5)

𝑐4

(6)

𝑓 = 𝑐3 √𝐾 =

𝐿2

Where 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , 𝑐3 , and 𝑐4 are dimensional coefficients. Equations 6 and 7 state that the deflection
of the structural is proportional to the span raised to the four power, the natural frequency of the
asset is proportional to the inverse of the span length squared, and that both deflection and
natural frequency are related to the stiffness of the structure [18]. As previously mentioned, the
stiffness of the structure can be increased by adding supports, minimizing the span lengths, and
adding mass by increasing the cross sectional area of the members. These allows the asset to
increase its ability to resist the deformation caused by the loads generated by the engines.
By analyzing the results obtained in the modal analysis, we identified all the major
frequencies the LCM would experience. The first major mode identified was of 3.0602x101 Hz,
followed by the second mode with a value of 4.4102x101 Hz. We considered the first ten (10)
eigenvalues obtained in the modal analysis, and by observing the structural behavior it was
determined that the motion seen was expected and it would not cause a major problem during
testing. By reviewing all the modes, it was determined that the first seven (7) of the ten (10)
modes had a small possibility of happening due to it strange and unusual structural behavior.
Also we must remember that the lower structure must move in order for the load cells to be in
contact and read the forces being applied. All the modes in the modal analysis are specified in
Table 1.4.4 below.
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Table 1.4.4. Frequencies obtained from the Load Cell Module Modal Analysis

Mode

Eigen Value (Hz)
3.0620x101
4.4102x101
6.3627x101
9.1231x101
9.3743x101
9.5524x101
1.1973x102
1.5487x102
1.6687x102
1.9891x102

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Once the modal analysis was completed, the next step was to examine the stress and
displacement results in Hypermesh. When analyzing the Von Misses stresses and the
displacements results of the design, the highest stresses were observed in the web openings of the
upper structure. This was expected since the structural members designed for the LCM are
characterized by having the opening, and usually the edges of the components are the areas
where the stress concentration occurs. It took several design iterations to reduce the stresses
caused by the loads applied on the stress concentration. Although the stress concentration areas
were significantly higher than other areas in the asset, the safety factor of 2.0 to yield strength of
ASTM A500 was met. Allocating design features on the beam web was a challenge in the
engineering tradeoff since one of the requirements established was to maintain the weight below
200-lbm. During each design iteration the weight of the asset was verified to make sure the
design requirement was met.
As seen on Figure 1.4.7, the Von Misses stresses of the 2D elements of the load cell
module are acting mainly in the web openings, more specifically where the load cells will be
located. The maximum stress observed was of 3.25x104, which again is located in the web
opening and where the components were connected by the rigid elements. We must remember
that the RBE2 are rigid links that transfer motion from the independent node to the dependent
node(s). These kind of elements add stiffness by constraining the system to follow a one to one
linear displacement, which will not allow any relative motion between the dependent nodes. This
is the reason why there is stress concentration where the RBE2 elements are located in the finite
element model.
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Figure 1.4.8. Von Misses Stresses due to Thrust Force Applied to the Load Cell Module

After observing the results of the FEA, it was decided that the stress
concentrations would not affect the overall structural performance of the asset. Again these stress
concentrations are located on singular elements around the web openings and in areas where it
was considered safe to proceed with the manufacturing. Figure 1.4.8 shows the areas where the
maximum stresses were located, which can be perceived they are concentrated in the edge of the
web opening. The structural design will be utilized for the hot fire test to be completed during J1, which is expected to be executed during summer of 2018 at tRIAc.
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Figure 1.4.9. Von Misses Stress of the Load Cell Module

Figure 1.4.10. Localized Von Misses Stress of the Load Cell Module

Figure 1.4.11. Focused View of Localized Von Misses Stresses of the Load Cell Module
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Figure 1.4.12. Bottom View of Von Misses Stresses of the Load Cell Module

Figure 1.4.13. Side View of Von Misses Stresses of the Load Cell Module

Figure 1.4.14. Bottom-Isometric View of Von Misses Stresses of the Load Cell Module
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1.5 CONCLUSION
After defining the optimal design of the asset was achieved, which met the established
requirements, the blueprints of the different parts were developed for manufacturing. A
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) format was set as the standard throughout
the project to allow further sustainability of the project. GD&T is a crucial used to communicate
design intent since it established constant practices to state and interpret design dimensions and
requirements. Once the FEA returned optimal results, and the blueprints for the parts were
completed the design was approved for manufacturing.

Figure 1.5.1. Drawings sent to Manufacturing of the Load Cell Module Plate Adapter

All drawings follow ASME Y14.5 standard, which is considered the authoritative guideline
for the design language of GD&T. All he drawings generated for manufacturing specify the
material selected, manufacturability specifications, projection of the drawing, tolerances, and
surface finish. After the drawings were completed, the documents were sent for quotation to
several manufacturers in the area. After reviewing the quotes, a manufacturer was selected and the
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drawing ready for manufacturing were completed. These drawing were sent to the manufacturer
and the process started.
Table 1.5.1. Bill of Materials for the Horizontal Test Stand

Bill of Materials – Load Cell Module
Part Name

Part Number

Quantity

Hex Plate

LCM-1001

1

Load Cell Module Beam

LCM-1002

10

Load Cell Plate Adapter

LCM-1003

3

Load Cell Interface Beam

LCM-1004

2

Interface Support Bars
Interface Support Bars
Gusset Plates

LCM-1005

4

LCM-1006

4

Figure 1.5.2. Weldment Drawing sent to Manufacturing of the Load Cell Module Plate Adapter
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Figure 1.5.3. Load Cell Module and Engine Module at tRIAc

Figure 1.5.4. Load Cell Module and Engine Module Manufactured
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Figure 1.5.5. View of the Beam Web Opening Pattern of the Load Cell Module

Figure 1.5.6 View of the Upper Section of the Load Cell Module
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Chapter 2: Horizontal Test Stand
2.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Having the capability of testing vertically at the tRIAc is needed to test the first stage of
both the CROME and CROME-X engines. The horizontal test allows us to mount the horizontal
test stand (HTS) on a trailer, which is beneficial for the research team to ensure it can be transported
easily around the facility. The structural design process is important since it will provide the
framework and support to other systems such as the load cell module and the engine module.
Therefore, several design requirements were specified to ensure the design is effective.

Figure 2.1.1. Exploded view of the Static Thrust Measurement System with the Horizontal Test Stand

Various design concepts were developed for the HTS wo evaluate which structural design
would meet the design requirements. The different design concepts developed established sought
to decrease the overall weigh of the structure, while at the same time support the stresses induced
by the rocket engines. These two aspects became the major requirements, which led to have the
optimal structure for the horizontal test stand.
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2.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
To begin with the development of the HST, the designed requirements document for the
asset was first established. The structure of the asset will experience loads from the engine, which
are provoked by both the 500-lbf and 2000-lbf engine. The HTS will allow the main engines of
the vehicles to test for ignition and thrust measurements. The Stand will be mounted to ground and
will be able to safely withstand al the forces.
First the functional design requirements were developed. In order to define the functional
design requirements in a more detailed document, it was divided into three (3) different sections:
interface, function, and instrumentation. These determine the interface compatibility, placement
of instrumentation, and functionality of the horizontal test stand. The first interface requirement is
for the HTS to hold the engine in a horizontal (or near horizontal) position and support the chamber
for accurate thrust measurement. Also the HTS must interface to ground with no movement along
the ground. This is to ensure that the structure is properly secured before the engines are turned
on, which would instantly convert the HTS into a free moving object. Also, the structure must
withstand the force of the engine without tipping or toppling, which is important in case of
transportation and experimental setup. The last interface requirement is for the HTS to
accommodate the bolt pattern of the engine module, and the load cell module, which will protect
and serve as measuring system during hot fire testing.
Also, as part of the functional design requirements two function requirements were defined.
The first describes that the engine forces will vary from 125-lbf to 2000-lbf, and all levels of force
must be with withstood and measured. The second one is to allow for access to engines with the
propellant feed lines and tools for connection. This requirement helps to establish clearance space
for us to work around the HTS during maintenance and testing of the assets at tRIAc.
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Figure 2.2.1. Isometric View of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS)

The last section of the functional design requirement covers the instrumentation of the
engines, load cell module, harnessing, and wiring. The first requirement is for the stand to be able
to support both the engine and load cell module. This includes all the valves, tubing, pressure
transducers, thermocouples, load cells, and other parts. All the instrumentation must be
accommodated without interfering with the instrumentation attached to the CROME and CROMEX engines. Additionally, the HTS must accommodate harnessing and wiring for all the
instrumentation that is required for the hot fire, and water test
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Table 2.2.1. Functional Design Requirements of Horizontal Test Stand

Functional Design Requirements
Derived Design
Requirement

Functional Design
Requirements

Definition

DDR-FUNC-1

Interface

DDR-FUNC-2

Function

DDR-FUNC-3

Instrumentation

 Must hold the engine in a
horizontal (or near horizontal)
position and support the chamber
for accurate thrust measurement
 Must interface to ground with no
movement along the ground
 Must withstand the force of the
engine without tipping or toppling
 Must accommodate bolt patterns of
the engine module an load cell
module
 Engine forces will vary from 125lbf to 2000-lbf.
 All levels of force must be
withstood and measured
 Allow for access to engine with
propellant feedlines and tools for
connection, maintenance, and
testing
 Stand must be able to support all of
the engine and load cell module,
without interfering with the
instrumentation attached to the
engine
 Must accommodate harnessing and
wiring for instrumentation

Also, the description of the materials used for the HTS was determined to facilitate the
manufacturing process in order to reduce production time. This was specified as manufacturing
design requirement, which specifies the type of members used and weldments. The horizontal test
stand will be manufactured utilizing standard size structural members, which allows the different
components of the asset easy to replace in case any unexpected situation. Also the manufacturing
design requirement specifies that all the welds and feature incorporated to the thrust stand must be
completed utilizing conventional manufacturing without significant tooling.
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Other structural design requirements were defined. These requirements take into
consideration the different loads, vibrations, and fatigue. These loads are compared to the factor
and margin of safety. The first load taken into account is the 2,000-lbf compressive axial force
exerted by the engine. This is the maximum thrust the CROME-X engine was designed to provide,
therefore it was chosen as the maximum load applied to the HTS. The horizontal test stand must
be capable of withstand that force with a factor of safety of 2.0. Other load that is considered is
the vibration. The HTS must be designed to experience its first mode at a minimum frequency of
150 Hz. Also it must be able to withstand 2g’s of lateral forces with a safety factor to 2.0 to yield
strength of the material.
Table 2.2.2. Manufacturing Design Requirements of Horizontal Test Stand

Manufacturing Design Requirements
Derived Design
Requirement

DDR-MFTG-1

Manufacturing Design
Requirements

Manufacturability

Definition
 The horizontal test stand will be
manufactured utilizing standards
size structural members
 Welds and features incorporated to
the thrust stand must be completed
utilizing conventional
manufacturing without significant
tooling

We must remember that the engine will be near the other assets, therefore a thermal load
design requirement was specified. The horizontal thrust stand will be in close proximity to the
nozzle and plume of the engine. The stand must be able to withstand these temperatures or prevent
the temperature from causing failure of the stand. Other structural design requirement taken into
account is fatigue. The horizontal test stand must be capable of completing up to 109 cycles before
experiencing any material degradation. This requirement allows for a sustainable design, which is
based on future projects that will take at the tRIAc. Also part of the structural design requirements,
an assembly load requirement was defined. This requirement specifies that the horizontal thrust
stand must be able to hold the engines’ weight. The weight not only includes the components of
the engine, but also the valves, thermocouples, pressure transducers, and tubing attached to the
engine. The assembly load requirement must be met without yielding the structural components.
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Table 2.2.3. Structural Design Requirements of Horizontal Test Stand

Structural Design Requirements
Derived Design
Requirement

Structural Design
Requirements

Definition

DDR-STCR-1

Axial Load

DDR-STCR-2

Vibration

DDR-STCR-3

Lateral Load

DDR-STCR-4

Thermal Load

DDR-STCR-5

Fatigue

DDR-STCR-6

Assembly Loads

DDR-STCR-7

Factor of Safety

DDR-STCR-8

Margin of Safety
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 The thrust module must be capable
to withstand 2,000 lbf compressive
axial forces exerted by the engine
with a safety factor of 2.0 to yield
 The load module will experience its
first mode at a minimum frequency
of 150 Hz
 The thrust module must be able to
withstand 2g’s of lateral forces
with a safety factor of 2.0 to yield
 The horizontal thrust stand will be
in close proximity to the nozzle and
plume of the engine.
 The stand must be able to
withstand these temperatures or
prevent the temperature from
causing failure of the stand
 The thrust module must be capable
of completing up to 109 cycles
before experiencing any material
degradation
 The horizontal thrust stand must be
able hold the engine’s weight fully
loaded without yielding
 All parts of the horizontal thrust
stand must meet or exceed a FOS
of 2.0 for all methods of failure
using Von Mises stress
 All parts must have margin of
safety > 1 in all methods of failure
using Von Mises stress

Figure 2.2.2. Front-Isometric View of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS)

The last two structural design requirements determine the load carrying capacity of the
system and also measure of the structural capacity, which are the factor of safety and the margin
of safety respectively. The factor of safety of the HTS is defined for all the parts of the asset to
meet or exceed a factor of safety of 2.0 for all methods of failure by using Von Mises stress criteria.
To describe the ration of strength of the structure to the requirements the use of margin of safety
was essential for the design. The margin of safety is described by calculating the factor of safety
and subtracting one. It basically states that if the part is loaded to the maximum load it should it
will experience under firing conditions, how many more load of the same force can withstand
before failing.
Margin of Safety =

Failure Load
Design Load

−1

Margin of Safety = Factor of Safety − 1

(7)

The equation above describes how the margin of safety is calculated. This will be useful to
measure the capacity, which is similar to the factor of safety. Other used of the margin of safety is
to utilize it as a measure of excess capacity. For example, if the margin is zero (0) the asset will
not be able to take any additional load before failure. If the result is a negative number, the part
will fail before reaching its maximum design load applied. If the margin is equal to one (1), the
asset will be able to withstand one additional load equal to the force of the maximum load it was
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designed to support, which it is equal to two times the design load applied. The margin of safety
determined for the HTS was greater than one (>1) in all methods of failure using Von Mises stress
criteria.
In order to ensure a reliable design an engineering verification procedure was written. This
allows to verify the design meets the desired specifications and performance. The verification
process specifies that all parts of the HTS must have a complete finite element analysis to show
all parts will perform as prescribed in the requirements. Also, the HTS design tolerances given will
be measured for accuracy once the structure has been manufactured. The last verification step is
to build a mockup of the horizontal test stand. The construction of the mock up will allow to ensure
enough clearance was designated for the feed lines, instrumentation, and tools.
2.3 DESIGN DETAILS
The horizontal test stand will provide the framework for the load cell module and the
engine module. The HTS will experience forces up to 2,000-lbf and must be able to withstand
those forces during hot fire testing. All the components are made out ASTM A500 steel square
tubing 3”x3”x14 Gauge (See Table 2.3.1). Since the horizontal test stand is symmetrical, different
sections of the horizontal test stand were designed to be easy to change if needed. Starting from
the bottom of the structure, the horizontal test stand has a base of 74”x44”x23” (LxWxH). This is
composed from different sections of the tubing specified previously. The HTS base was designed
in order to be mounted on top of a trailer, but at the same time allow the housing of the load cell
module and the engine module. The base of the horizontal test stand has three bars that support the
upper part of the asset, where the load cell module and engine module will be located. Figure 2.3.1
shows the design of the base. As previously mentioned, the HTS is symmetric meaning that one
side is mirrored on the opposite side.
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Figure 2.3.1. Isometric View of Lower Side Bars of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS)

In order to have a better support during testing. Additional cross members were added into
the base of the horizontal test stand. These members help the structure to be stiffer and restrain the
movement caused by the thrust of the engine. Figure 2.3.2 shows the addition of the eight (8) cross
members marked as a blue section. Also there are three (3) horizontal members that are across the
horizontal test stand, which are located in the same location as the vertical member shown in Figure
2.3.1 and are marked as orange in the figure below. These members follow the same cross sectional
dimension of 3”x3”x14 Gauge. Also, since the horizontal test stand must be mounted on a trailer
fixed points have been identified to support the asset. These points will be fixed by adding ten (10)
brackets which will be interfacing the trailer and the test stand. These brackets are 3”x3”x0.5”
square plates, and have two (2) ½” diameter bolt holes each. Figure 2.3.2 shows the addition of
both the supporting members in blue and the mounting plates in green.
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Figure 2.3.2. Isometric View of Lower Side and Mounting Brackets of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS)

Figure 2.3.3. Isometric View of Structural Base of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS)

The reinforcements allow the structure to be more rigid, and increases the natural
frequencies of it. The bars across the asset horizontally are 38” in length and its cross sectional
area is typical 3”x3”x14 Gauge. Nonetheless, the interface part of the structure has not been
defined. This interface will allow the load cell module to be bolted into the horizontal test stand.
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Figure 2.3.4 shows the addition of the interface into the structural base of the HTS. The orange
members on the figure below are the bars which will be in direct contact with the load cell module
interface bars. Both bars are identical and have four (4) ½” bolt holes, which will be used to
interface with the LCM and keep both assets in contact during hot fire testing. Additionally, the
interface members have an extra feature in between the bolts in the corners. This feature allows
the load cell module to be fully in contact and avoid having bolt heads to interfere between the
HTS and the LCM.

Figure 2.3.4. Isometric View of Load Cell Module Interface on Horizontal Test Stand (HTS) Assembly

The blue members in Figure 2.3.4 above are the typical 3”x3”x14 Gauge structural square
tubing. The sections holding the interface beams are 8.5” and 11” in length each, and will be
welded to the structural base and the load cell interface beams. The height of the interface section
of the horizontal test stand is 25.5”, which the total height of the horizontal test stand is 48.5”.
As previously mentioned, the two (2) interface beams have different cut features which
allow the integration of the load cell module. Each beam has four (4) bolt holes for a ½” diameter
bolt. Nonetheless, the actual diameter in the asset is approximately 0.63”, which is considered a
loose fit on this connect. Allowing the orifice size to be slightly larger than the actual size allows
to easily bolt the load cell module into the horizontal test stand. The distance in between the two
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(2) bolts located on each corner is 6.4486”, and the distance from right-inner bolt to left-inner bolt
is 27.55”. This is important to keep in mind since this is the interface of two extremely important
assets.

Figure 2.3.5. Front View of Load Cell Module Interface on Horizontal Test Stand (HTS) Assembly

In Figure 2.1.1 in section 2.1 we can see an exploded view of how the test will look like
once everything has been manufactured. By looking at the way the rocket engine will interact with
the load cell module and the horizontal test stand we can observe that the members specified in
Figure 2.3.5 will be exposed to bending forces. By taking into consideration those movements in
the structure, additional bars were added to support the bending stresses. These bars were added
in the posterior section of the horizontal test stand, and can be seen in Figure 2.3.6. The bars are
31.13” in length and have the same section profile as the other members in the structure. By
optimizing the structure all the members in place the total weight of the asset was 296-lbm, which
allows to be carried within the facility capabilities.
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Figure 2.3.6. Isometric View of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS) Assembly

Having a design ready, the next step was to validate the design all check all the different
stresses that the asset will experience during testing. These steps are explained in detail in section
2.4. a brief explanation of the finite element analysis is given, followed by the explanation of the
load cases, and finally the results obtained.
2.4 DESIGN VALIDATION
After the asset was designed, the next step was to ensure the design met the requirements.
In order validate the design a finite element analysis was developed using Hypermesh.
Nonetheless, the FEA allowed us to optimize the design and increace the value of the asset by
improving its performance within the operating test environment. Also the analysis allowed us to
visualize where we could modify the initial design, make proper changes, and ultimately reduce
the cost of producing the asset by reducing the amount of material used to make it. Based on the
design requirements in section 2.2 of this document, the load that the asset will experience can
range from 125-lbf up to 2000-lbf. The loads within generated by the CROME and CROME-X
engines that range must held by the horizontal test stand with a factor of safety of 2.0 to yield
strength of the material selected. This requirement applied to all the different components in the
horizontal test stand, which includes the bars on the base, the interface beams, and the holding
brackets just to mention a few.
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2.4.1 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
Similarly, the FEA model for the load cell module was developed using Altair Hypermesh
along with the Optistruct interface located in the software. The main purpose of completing the
finite element analysis was to determine the final design of the horizontal test stand. The design
was determined by analyzing and locating those areas of high stress concentration and optimize
the design to ensure the requirements in section 2.2 are met.
To begin the analysis in Hypermesh, the model was imported into the software from NX
as a IGS file. Based on that model, 1D elements with the same length were created in Hypermesh.
We must remember that all the components in the horizontal test stand have the same mechanical
and physical properties. This allows to have only one material and one component card for the
entire FEA. Nonetheless, all the cards were color coded allowing to have a better visualization of
the cards in the software. After importing the geometry from the computer automated design
software, the material selected in the FEA model for the structural members in the model had to
be specified.

Figure 2.4.1. Isometric View of Horizontal Test Stand 1D Elements

After importing the geometry from the computer automated design software, and created
the model using 1D elements the next step was to assign the material in the FEA. The material
selected in the FEA model for the structural members in the model had to be specified. A material
card (MAT1) for ASTM A500 steel was created, in which the material properties such as Young’s
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modulus of elasticity (E), Poisson’s ration (ν), and density (ρ) were specified. The material
properties used for the analysis are shown in Table 2.4.1. These values were obtained by reviewing
different literature and online sources that specify those properties. The yield strength for ASMT
A500 was of 45,700 psi. Once the material card was created and defined, the properties were
assigned to all the members. All the structural members have the same type of geometry.
Table 2.4.1. ASTM A500 Steel Properties for Hypermesh Material Card

ASTM A500 Steel, grade B, Shaped Structural Tubing Material Properties
Young’s Modulus of Elasticity (E)

29,000 ksi

Poisson’s ration (ν)

0.29

Density (ρ)

0.282 lb/in3

Tensile Strength, Yield

45.7 ksi

In order to obtain exact results in a short amount of time, the approach to the finite element
analysis was by creating the 1D elements. There are three types of elements that can be used, which
are CROD, CBAR, and CBEAM. The first kind of elements allows tension and compression only,
whereas the CBAR and CBEAM elements allow bending as well. The type of 1D element used
were CBAR elements, which is a simplified version of the CBEAM element and is used when the
cross-section of the structure and its properties are both constant and symmetrical. The cross
sectional dimensions of the components are constant throughout the design, and is defined by only
four (4) dimensions. Figure 2.4.2 shows the different dimensions that must be inputted into the
finite element analysis. We must remember that 1D elements are shown as lines in the software,
but the computational analysis behind the using interface is taking into considerations all the
specified dimensions. The specified dimensions are those found in the typical hollow structural
section 3”x3”x14 Gauge.
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Figure 2.4.2. Isometric View of Horizontal Test Stand (HTS) Assembly

2.4.2 Applied Load Cases
Once the model was generated, the different load cases were created in the software. The
load cases generated in the finite element model are defined by the design requirements in section
2.2. Similarly, the horizontal test stand was designed to reach a minimum natural frequency. In
order to ensure the requirement of the minimum frequency of 150Hz was accomplished a modal
analysis was completed. In order to set up the load case, the boundary conditions were specified
in the finite element model. The boundary conditions in the FEA model are defined by constraints
and loads. Both the loads and constraints were created in the load collector section in the
Hypermesh interface. The first load step generated was the modal analysis, which determines the
natural mode shape and frequencies of the structural asset during free vibration. The equations
which arise from the modal analysis are those seen in the Eigen systems, and the main interest are
the lowest frequencies seen in the modal analysis since there is a probability that those frequencies
will be prominent at which the object will vibrate.
The modal validation was added to the load collector first. To obtain accurate data, the
constraints were located in the contact in the contact area between the trailer floor and the brackets
welded to the lower structural section of the horizontal test stand. This was done by generating
single point constraints (SPC’s) in the FEA model. This kind of constraints allow to fix one or
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more degrees of freedom for the given nodes, which are designed by the expected behavior of the
structure during firing operations. In Figure 2.4.3 the single point constraints can be seen in the
base corners of the stand. The single point constraints fix all six (6) degrees of freedom, which
does not allow the movement. This simulates the expected movement of the horizontal test stand
since it will be bolted in those points.

Figure 2.4.3. Single Point Constraints in the Finite Element Model

After the single point constrains were generated in the model, the next step was to create
the loads that the asset will experience during testing. The load step was run utilizing the user
interface integrated in Optistruct, which the results for the Von Missess stresses were reviewed
to ensure that the loads applied do not cause stresses higher than those specified in the design
requirements. Once the validation was completed, the modal analysis was created as a load
collector by using EIGRL card. This kind of card applies the Lanczos method, which defines the
lower frequency bound, upper frequency bound, and number of eigenvalues desired. These
values are used by Hypermesh to complete the eigenvalue analysis, which yields to the natural
frequencies of the system. After generating the EIGRL card, the desired outputs were specified
and the modal analysis was ran using Optistruct.
After reviewing the model and ensuring it was working correctly, the firing load cases
were applied into the analysis. The loads applied were defined from the design requirement
section, which in this case is the range the engines will produce. The force of 2000-lbf was
created and distributed along the interface frame, which is directly proportional to a force of 15051

lbf through the contact area. Figure 2.4.5 shows the model created in Hypermesh, which was
later analyzed to obtain the results.

Figure 2.4.4. Defined Contact Area between the Load Cell Module and Horizontal Test Stand

Figure 2.4.5. Applied Loads to the Horizontal Test Stand in the Finite Element Analysis

2.4.3 Finite Element Analysis Results
After specifying the material properties, geometrical dimensions, cross sectional
dimensions, and applying the loads the last step was to initialize the finite element analysis. In the
results, both the Von Misses stress and the displacement of the 1D elements were reviewed. The
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results obtained allow us to verify if the established design requirements are met with the factor of
safety of 2.0 to yield strength of the material. This factor of safety is applied to all the analyzed
components of the horizontal test stand. On the other hand, the modal analysis provides the natural
frequencies of the asset. These frequencies dictate the levels which the structure will experience
resonance during testing. We must remember that the resonance will occur when the vibration of
the structure reaches its maximum magnitude, which is related to the damping ratio and
displacement of the structure.
After running the modal analysis, we obtained that the first major frequency was
7.0429x101 Hz, followed by the second mode of 9.0972x101 Hz, and the third mode of 2.0375x102
Hz. After reviewing the results, we considered the first ten (10) eigenvalues obtained from the
modal analysis. By visually analyzing the structural behavior of the asset, it was determined that
the motion seen were expected to happen and we did not find an abnormal behavior.
Table 2.4.2. Frequencies obtained from Horizontal Test Stand Modal Analysis

Mode

Eigen Value (Hz)
7.0429x101
9.0972x101
2.0375x102
2.7669x102
2.7992x102
2.8879x102
2.9423x102
3.4358x102
4.0188x102
4.1645x102

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

After the modal analysis was completed, we moved forward to examine the stresses and
displacement results. After reviewing the results, the high stresses were located at the corner of
the of the interface with the load cell module. This was expected since the corners are the
concentration points, which will be in direct contact with the load cell module. The 2000-lbf from
the engine will be directly transferred to the load cell module, and after the same force will be
applied through the contact area between the load cell module and the horizontal test stand.
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Figure 2.4.6. Isometric view of Von Misses Stress of the Horizontal Test Stand

As seen on Figure 2.4.6, the Von Missess stresses of the 1D elements of the horizontal test
stand are mainly acting in the corners of the asset. The stress seen in this section is 2.8x103, this is
where the joint of the structure is happening.

Figure 2.4.7. Von Misses Stress of the Horizontal Test Stand
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Figure 2.4.8. Isometric view of Von Misses Stress of the Horizontal Test Stand Interface

Figure 2.4.9. Side view of Von Misses Stress of the Horizontal Test Stand

We must remember that the weldments are being simulated by using RBE2 elements,
which are rigid links that transfer motion from the independent node to the dependent node(s).
These elements add stiffness by constraining the system to follow a one to one linear displacement.
This displacement does not allow any relative motion between the dependent nodes, which causes
a stress concertation where the RBE2 elements are placed in the FEA.
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After analyzing the finite element analysis, the next step was to create the blueprints of the
parts for quotation. Similar to the load cell module, a Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing
(GD&T) format was set as the standard throughout the project to allow further sustainability of
the project.
2.5 CONCLUSION
The part drawings generated for the horizontal test stand were developed first for quotation.
They were sent simultaneously with the load cell module drawings to obtain both quotes at the
same time. As previously specified, the drawings follow the GD&T format and the ASME Y14,5
standard. This last standard is the authoritative guidelines for the GD&T design language. An
example of the component drawings can be seen in Figure 2.5.1. All the drawings of the horizontal
test stand and the load cell module can be found in the appendix section of this document. Since
all the components were designed with the same cross sectional area, the dimensions were
specified in the notes section of each one of the component drawings.

Figure 2.5.1. Drawing of a Diagonal Bar for the Horizontal Test Stand
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Besides generating the component drawings for every single component, the welding
drawings were also created. All the components of the horizontal test stand are welded, and there
were a total of six (6) weldment drawings. Just like any other aspects of drafting, there is a sets of
rules and symbols for welding. This allows to simplify the understanding and communication
between the design engineer and the manufacturer. The welding symbol has an arrow pointing to
the location on the drawing where a weld is required. The components that are welded are specified
with numerical values and component drawing number. This allows the manufacturer to better
visualize the final product. Figure 2.5.2 shows a weldment drawing that was sent to the
manufacturer.

Figure 2.5.2. Weldment Drawing of Horizontal Test Stand

The next step was to complete the drawings and send them to different manufacturers for quotation.
As previously mentioned, the drawings were sent simultaneously with the LCM drawings. After
the manufacturer received the drawings, the process from start to end took about three (3) weeks
in total. The horizontal test stand was delivered with the load cell module on a timely manner.
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Figure 2.5.3 and figure 2.5.4 show the final product after it was taken from the manufacturing site
to the tRIAc in Fabens, Texas. The manufacturing that was chosen for the project was Lark
Industries in El Paso, Texas. Below is bill of materials for the horizontal test stand.
Table 2.5.1. Bill of Materials for the Horizontal Test Stand

Bill of Materials – Horizontal Test Stand
Part Name

Part Number

Quantity

Horizontal Bar (44”)

TEST HTS 0001

4

Horizontal Bar (38”)

TEST HTS 0002

6

Horizontal Bar (21”)

TEST HTS 0003

4

Vertical Bar (23”)

TEST HTS 0004

6

Side Pins

TEST HTS 0005

10

Vertical Bar (8.5”)

TEST HTS 0006

2

Vertical Bar (11”)

TEST HTS 0007

2

Horizontal Bar (44”) LCM

TEST HTS 0008

2

Diagonal Bar (27.8”)

TEST HTS 0009

6

Diagonal Bar Front

TEST HTS 0010

2

Diagonal Back Support

TEST HTS 0011

2
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Figure 2.5.3. Front View of Manufactured Horizontal Test Stand on Top of Trailer at tRIAc

Figure 2.5.4. Isometric View of Manufactured Horizontal Test Stand on Top of Trailer at tRIAc
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Chapter 3: Vertical Test Stand
The execution and development of both Janus and Daedalus have been programmed
similarly, which can be divided into three different phases. Phase 1 consists of a static firing
configuration, which will test the performance of the engine. Subsequently, phase two consists of
a vehicle test on a tether. The tethered test is to analyze how the engine and the vehicle react during
engine operation. This will allow the cSETR team to understand the behavior of the subsystems in
the vehicle. The final developmental stage for both Janus and Daedalus will consist of independent
and autonomous flight, which will integrate all the different LO2-LCH4 technologies developed at
the cSETR. Figure 3.0.1 illustrates the different phases Janus will see during its development.

Figure 3.0.1. Janus Development Prototype Phases. Static Testing (J-1), Tethered Testing (J-2), and
Autonomous Flight (J-3)

The development and construction of the tRIAC is currently in process. In order to have
an outstanding testing facility, the addition and incorporation of new technologies is required.
These new technologies are currently being under development by the cSETR, which will integrate
as a whole at the tRIAc. The development of testing facility technologies requires a lot of design
iterations, analysis, and interface requirements. These different assets are being designed and
developed simultaneously.
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3.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The initial design iterations of CROME and CROME-X engines will require several
performance experiments under the regular firing operating conditions. The vast amount of data
collected will be used to better understand the behavior of both engines. In order to perform engine
performance tests under different conditions, a static stand will be placed at the tRIAc. The vertical
test stand (VTS) is a static stand designed in house by the cSETR, and is currently under design
review.

Figure 3.1.1. Alpha site static flexible interface located on top of concrete flame trench at tRIAc

The VTS is an important part of the design iteration process of the engines, since it will
provide a framework and support to the engine and other systems that will be integrated on the
engine. The test stand will incorporate the load cell module and the engine module for testing,
which were developed by the cSETR. The integration of all the assets will allow us to verify the
engine thrust generated by both the CROME and CROME-X engine. The design of each asset to
be modular allows the test to be easy to be transported, ease to interchange designs, and allows a
better transition for the integration of various thrust engines.
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3.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
In order to come up with different design ideas, first we had to write the design
requirements for the structure. These requirements would guide us through the several design
iterations until we found a suitable solution. The design requirements document was divided into
different categories: design functionality, asset manufacturability, and structural reliability. As you
may know, the STMS is an asset that will be used during different development phases, as well as
with different space vehicles, engines, and other instrumentation. Therefore, the STMS design had
to be reliable, taking into consideration all the diverse apparatus that could be attached to the
structure. As part of the design functionality requirements, we took into consideration all the
different interfaces the STMS would be interaction with. These include having a detachable or
nonpermanent interface with the load cell module, having a detachable or nonpermanent interface
with the structural steel tower at Fabens, providing access to interior and mounting points for
provisional wiring, be able to interface with given static flexible interface at Fabens (See Figure
3.1.1) and a maximum height of five (5) feet (See Table 3.1.1).
Table 3.2.1. Static Thrust Measuring System (STMS) List of Function Requirements

Function Requirement
Interface with Faben’s Tower
Interface with the Load Cell
Module
Provide access to STMS interior
Provide access for provisional
wiring
Interface with static flexible
interface
Design assets to a reasonable
height

Solution
Have a detachable/nonpermanent interface
Have a detachable/nonpermanent interface
Clearance space for access/operations must be provided
Have lifting points for maneuverability and installation
Design bolt attachment pattern according to site
dimensions
Have a maximum height of five (5) feet

Other requirements that the design team took into consideration for the progress of the
STMS design were the manufacturability requirements. These are very important to define before
the design is sent out to a manufacturer since they are helpful in guiding the product manufacturer
in the proper processing and application procedures. To ensure the quality towards a safe use, the
manufacturability requirements for the structure shall follow the American Society of Testing
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Materials (ASTM). For the STMS the ASTM A6 standard specification for general requirements
for rolled structural steel bars, and ASTM A36 standard specification for carbon structural steel
were selected. The ASTM’s steel standards are very useful in industry since they evaluate and
specify material, chemical, mechanical, and metallurgical properties. Once it is sent out to a
manufacturer, these standards will ensure the quality of the material used, and the quality of the
finished vertical test stand (VTS).
Taking into considerations the requirements listed above, the design for the VTS began as
a vertical structure that would be attached to static flexible interface located at tRIAc. These
requirements served as the base point for the design, but this vertical structure also had to withstand
different loads during various conditions. Part of the structural requirements was to be as rigid as
possible, and have a minimum natural frequency of 300 Hz. In order to have the final design of
the structure, several designs were developed. These designs were based on the functional and
manufacturability requirements listed before. After having different designs, the next step was
evaluating their mechanical properties, such as the structural natural frequency, utilizing finite
element analysis software.
On the other hand, the VTS had to sustain other structural requirements that were
determined by considering different loading conditions. The first load condition was the design
load, which indicates that the structure shall be designed to withstand a load of 10,000 lbf and have
a safety factor of 2.0 to yield in all its different components. The load quantity was based off the
maximum thrust of the CROME-X engine (2,000 lbf) multiplied by a factor of five (5). The second
load condition determined was the impact load, which specifies that the structure shall maintain
its structural integrity with a safety factor of 2.0 to yield. The structural integrity is defined as not
having material cracks or breaks when impacted by a test article mass. This is an important
requirement to specify in case the asset is damaged during transportation or installation. The third
load condition for the STMS was the load seen during the firing operations of the engines. For this
load the structure shall be made to withstand the load created by the engine when firing and
withstand temperatures up to 2000°F. This is a very complex load because it includes the
radioactive heating, acoustics and direct impingement convective heating, and the different
pressure loads seen during firing. The last load condition determined for the STMS was the
transverse load it might see. It was determined that the structure shall be designed to withstand a
load of 3,000 lbf and have a safety factor of 2.0 to yield.
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All the structural requirements are summarized on the table below (Table 2.2.2). The table
provides an overall picture of the different requirements the STMS has to meet. Again, these
requirements were taken into consideration to design the structure and later do finite element
analysis to determine if the loads meet the requirements.
Table 3.2.2. Static Thrust Measuring System (STMS) Structural Requirements

Design Requirement

Definition

Manufacturability

Follow ASTM A6 and ASTM A36 standards

Structural Natural Frequency

Shall have a minimum natural frequency of 300 Hz

Design Load

Withstand a load of 10,000 lbf with a F.S. of 2.0

Impact Load

Maintain structural integrity with a F.S. of 2.0

Firing Load

Withstand the load created during firing operations

Transverse Load

Withstand a load of 3,000 lbf with a F.S. of 2.0

3.3 DESIGN DETAILS
The design of the STMS consists of 4 pillars, which will be located on top of the steel static
flexible interface. These pillars are made out of steel following the ASTM A36 material standards,
or better known as steel A36. The pillars are 5”x5”x0.5”, and follow the ASTM A6 standards for
beams. The columns have a fixed plate that will help to better align the columns to each one of the
corners of the Fabens’s static flexible interface, which has a bolt pattern as seen in Figure 2.2.1.
The four columns will have an additional column in between (brown color column), which is the
same size as the four (4) located on each corner. Each one of the beam has a height of 48”, which
complies with the maximum height established in the design requirements.
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Figure 3.2.1. Isometric View of the Static Assembly of the Vertical Test Stand

The twelve (12) beams marked green in between the columns are sized 4”x4”x0.25”, which
will help to increase the rigidity of the asset. These beams will have I-beam trusses in between
them, which also follow both ASTM standards described before. The I beams colored pink in
Figure 2.2.3 are W4”x13” which are typical sizes for these kind of beams. These beams will serve
as the interface for the load cell module to be used in this stand. Additionally, the attachment point
between the trusses and the columns will be a 4”x4” L-bracket, and will also follow the ASTM
standards. Two (2) of the I-beams will have bolt hole-pattern on the lower surface of the beam,
which will serve as the interface between the structure and the load cell module. The design also
incorporates two (2) beams that are located on top of the I-beams. These beams have a length of
52”, and their dimensions are 4”x4”x0.25”.
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Figure 3.3.2. Isometric View of the Load Cell Module inside the Vertical Test Stand

The other components that are part of the vertical test stand are the truss beams, which help
the asset to be more stiff. The last design feature is the addition of brackets to the columns, which
serve as an alignment of the structure to the based located at tRIAc. The bolt orifice size is 0.906
inches (3/4” bolt) with a tolerance of 1/100 of an inch. The 4”x4” L-brackets will have a four bolt
hole pattern, which its diameter is 0.609 inches (1/2” diameter bolt) and it located on both inner
and outer faces of the L-bracket.
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Chapter 4: Liquid Oxygen (LO2)-Liquid Methane (LCH4) Feed System
4.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Part of the cryogenic ground test facility design is the development of a cryogenic
temperature feed system. The Ground Propellant Feed System, or GPS for short, will deliver
pressurized liquid oxygen and methane to both the 500 and 2,000-lbf engines. This system is
designed to regulate the flow into the engines using a combination of flow meters and adjustable
valves. The system is outfitted with pressure and temperature probes, which determine the state of
the fluids during the test operations. The addition of both pressure and temperature proves will
help us to better understand the flow of cryogenic fluids throughout the entire system. The data
acquired will be used to develop a system flow model that would facilitate future designs of low
and cryogenic temperature service.
The ground propellant system (GPS) was designed to deliver pressurized liquid methane
and oxygen to the rocket engines. Each line shall be able to deliver up to 1.6 lbm/s of propellant
at -290 °F, and 300 psi. The system consists of pressurized helium manifold that is used to both
pressurize the propellant tanks and purge the engine. This system consists of pressurized helium
manifold that is used to both pressurize the propellant tanks and purge the engine. The propellant
is kept in insulated spherical tanks. The flow to the engine is regulated using a flow meter and a
series of adjustable actuator valves. A process and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of the system
is shown in the figure below (See Figure 2.4.1). Because the performance of the engine is directly
related to the conditions of the fluid, the tubing downstream of the propellant tanks must try and
minimize pressure and heat losses. Pressure and heat loses were approximated using both hand
calculations and thermos-fluid system model using Generalized Fluid System Simulation Program
(GSSP) developed by NASA Marshal Space Flight Center. The calculations were used to size the
tubing diameters and to help select valves with appropriate CV’s.
4.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The driving design requirement of the GPS is the nominal operating pressure, which is 350
psia. All the components in the GPS were sized based on this operating nominal pressure, with a
factor of safety of 1.5 to yield strength. The system will be pressure driven, using eight (8) gaseous
nitrogen k-bottles. These k-bottles are stepped down from approximately 4500 psia to 350 psia.
The operating temperature for the liquid oxygen will range from -361˚F to -214˚F, which is -218˚C
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to -136˚C. Similarly, the liquid methane pipe line temperature will range from -295˚F to -152˚F,
or -181˚C to -102˚C. The difference on temperatures for both fluids depend on the state of the
fluid, it can be subcooled or saturated. In order to ensure that the feedlines and propellant tanks
are subcooled, all the sections of the system that come into contact with cryogenic fluid will be
insulated using a flexible aerogel blanket, which allows maximal thermal protection of the lines.
4.3 DESIGN DETAILS
In order to prevent liquid to be entrapped between two solenoid valves, or better known as
liquid lock, the system is designed to relieve pressure with relief valves. Also for safety reasons,
in the event that the pressure increases rapidly due to component failure there will be pressure
transducers that will activate redline procedures. The procedure will allow the raised pressure to
be relieved by using the pressure relief valves in the system.

Figure 4.3.1. Piping and Instrumentation Diagram of the Ground Propellant System

Also, dynamic pressure transducers will be placed on the engine to monitor the engine
transients, and to observe if the engine experiences hard starts during fire testing. Additionally, K68

type thermocouples will also be placed radially around the engine. The thermocouples will allow
us to monitor the engine chamber and nozzle temperatures. After calculating the tubing diameters,
the next step in the design process is to develop requirements for each component of the fluid
system. Each component is selected based on the temperature and pressure range that it might
encounter during operation. Once the components have been selected the requirements are made
for the electronics and controls.
All the components of the GPS will be assembled and placed on three (3) steel flatbed
trailers. These trailers are 7’x18’, and will allow the testing assets to be easy to transport to if
needed. The pressuring tanks will be placed fifteen (15) feet apart from each other, and twenty
(20) feet away from the engine. Besides positioning the assets at a considerable distance, the kbottles and propellant tanks will be enclosed by a protective barrier. This barrier will be made out
of ballistic Kevlar sheets, which will prevent any puncturing due to unexpected explosions.
The hardware required for the GPS is extensive, but it is summarized in the P&ID which
contains all the instrumentation such as pressure transducers, thermocouples, solenoid valves, flow
meters, and many more (See Figure 2.4.1). The P&ID includes the pressuring tanks, which are
located at the top center of the figure. These are separated into sets of three (3) tanks, which are
connected into the liquid oxygen and liquid methane tanks separately. Downstream of the
pressuring gas towards the liquid oxygen side of the system, the pressure is regulated by two (2)
sets of gas regulators. The first one decrease the pressure from 4500 psia top 750 psia. The second
one drops the pressure from 750 psia to 350 psia. The changes of pressure will be monitored and
measured by both a pressure transducer and a dial pressure gage. The reason why there are two
sensors is to control the system in case there is an electronic component failure. Also, to ensure
there is no damage to the propellant tank due to over pressure a series of vent valves are placed
upstream of the liquid oxygen tank. This series includes a pressure relief valve, one solenoid valve,
and one manual valve in the event of an electronic failure. On the propellant tank, several E-Type
thermocouples are placed to monitor the fluid level based on the outer wall temperature.
Downstream of the propellant tank, a pressure transducer and thermocouple are attached to
monitor the propellant quality as it exists the tanks. Additionally, a dill/drain manual valve is
placed with a cryogenic filter, this valve prevents the contaminated from entering the feed lines
which could potentially go into the tanks. A one-way check valve is placed around the solenoid
valve, which is located downstream of the fill and drain valves. In the event of an emergency, the
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solenoid valve will close allowing only for propellant downstream of the bypass to flow back up
to the tank due to building pressure and not allow for propellant to flow back downstream.
Additionally, a secondary filter is placed right before the venturi flow meter. The reason why the
venturi flow meter was chosen is because it can provide reliable flow rates under liquid situation.
Other option was turbine flow meters, but based on previous experiences there was a problem
since the turbine flow meters get damaged easily during gas flows. This would make it difficult to
operate them during preconditioning phase.
The GN2 is connected directly to the engine module side, as it is used as an inert removal
to purge the tubing connected to the engine and upstream. This procedure in between test will
prevent any hard starts and diminish the probability of non-desired combustion. The methane side
is similar to the oxygen, and all three (3) lines are connected to the engine module using ½” flex
tube. Similarly, the engine module will have several check valves that are in place to prevent
backflow upstream of the engine module. Also throttling valves will be placed and connected
directly to the engine, which will be actuated based on the desired flow rates and thrust per test.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 CONCLUSION
Both the CROME and CROME-X engines were designed by cSETR students in
collaboration with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The cSETR
being the leader in academia has developed the propulsion systems for both Janus and Daedalus
vehicles, which have ambitious mission for space exploration.
The trade study analysis completed determined the final design of the load cell module.
The design criteria, theory, and stages used to design the testing assets for the tRIAc were
detailed to aid future cSETR member to understand the design, development process, and
decisions taken during the planning phase of the asset. The finite element analysis assessed the
design concept based on the design requirements such as asset weigh, maximum allowable
stress, and maximum frequency under firing operations. Upon completion of the study, the final
design proved to meet all the requirements as it was a light design and met the loading
requirements. Actions to manufacture the asset were taken, and it is ready for testing at the
tRIAc. The first stage of testing will take place within the upcoming months, and will allow to
measure the thrust of the 500-lbf engine and 2000-lbf engine. The testing procedures for both
engines is currently under development, and will be used to perform the tests under a safe
environment.
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Appendix
A.1 LOAD CELL MODULE MANUFACTURING DRAWINGS
This section includes all the manufacturing drawings of the load cell module. The drawings
specify the dimensions, tolerances, and positioning of different features. Several iterations of the
drawings were made until the last version was sent out for manufacturing. All parts tolerances are
specified in the drawings.
The table below contains a list of all the parts of the load cell module. This table is also in
the conclusion section of Chapter 1.
Table A.1.1. Bill of Materials for the Load Cell Module

Bill of Materials – Load Cell Module
Part Name

Part Number

Quantity

Hex Plate

LCM-1001

1

Load Cell Module Beam

LCM-1002

10

Load Cell Plate Adapter

LCM-1003

3

Load Cell Interface Beam

LCM-1004

2

Interface Support Bars
Interface Support Bars
Gusset Plates

LCM-1005

4

LCM-1006

4
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Figure

A.1.1. Hex Plate Drawing (LCM-1001)
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Figure A.1.2. Load Cell Module Beam (LCM-1002, Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure A.1.3. Load Cell Module (LCM-1002, Sheet 2 of 2)
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Figure A.1.4. Load Cell Plate Adapter (LCM-1003)
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Figure A.1.5. Load Cell Interface Beam (LCM-1004, Sheet 1 of 2)

79

Figure A.1.6. Load Cell Plate Interface Beam (LCM-1004, Sheet 2 of 2)

80

Figure A.1.7. Interface Support Bars (LCM-1005)

81

Figure A.1.8. Interface Support Bars Gusset Plates (LCM-1006)
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Figure A.1.9. Lower Structure Weldment 1 (LCM-1010)

83

Figure A.1.10. Upper Structure Weldment 1 (LCM-1011)

84

Figure A.1.11. Upper Structure Weldment 2 (LCM-1012)
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A.2 HORIZONTAL TEST STAND MANUFACTURING DRAWINGS
This section includes all the manufacturing drawings of the horizontal test stand. The
drawings specify the dimensions, tolerances, and positioning of different features. Several
iterations of the drawings were made until the last version was sent out for manufacturing. All
parts tolerances are specified in the drawings.
Table A.2.1. Bill of Materials for the Horizontal Test Stand

Bill of Materials – Horizontal Test Stand
Part Name

Part Number

Quantity

Horizontal Bar (44”)

TEST HTS 0001

4

Horizontal Bar (38”)

TEST HTS 0002

6

Horizontal Bar (21”)

TEST HTS 0003

4

Vertical Bar (23”)

TEST HTS 0004

6

Side Pins

TEST HTS 0005

10

Vertical Bar (8.5”)

TEST HTS 0006

2

Vertical Bar (11”)

TEST HTS 0007

2

Horizontal Bar (44”) LCM

TEST HTS 0008

2

Diagonal Bar (27.8”)

TEST HTS 0009

6

Diagonal Bar Front

TEST HTS 0010

2

Diagonal Back Support

TEST HTS 0011

2
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Figure A.2.1. Horizontal Bar (44”) (TEST HTS 0001)
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Figure A.2.2. Horizontal Bar (38”) (TEST HTS 0002)
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Figure A.2.3. Horizontal Bar (21”) (TEST HTS 0003)

89

Figure A.2.4. Vertical Bar (23”) (TEST HTS 0004)
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Figure A.2.5. Side Pins (TEST HTS 0005)
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Figure A.2.6. Vertical Bar (8.5”) (TEST HTS 0006)

92

Figure A.2.7. Vertical Bar (11”) (TEST HTS 0007)

93

Figure A.2.8. Horizontal Bar (44”) LCM (TEST HTS 0008)

94

Figure A.2.9. Diagonal Bar (27.8”) (TEST HTS 0009)

95

Figure A.2.10. Diagonal Bar Front (TEST HTS 0010)

96

Figure A.2.11. Diagonal Back Support (TEST HTS 0011)

97

Figure A.2.12. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)

98

Figure A.2.13. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)

99

Figure A.2.14. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)
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Figure A.2.15. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)
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Figure A.2.16. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)
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Figure A.2.17. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)
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Figure A.2.18. Weldment-1 (TEST HTS WD1)
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A.3 LOAD CELL PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
This section includes the specifications of the loads cells selected for the first test at tRIAc. As
mentioned before, the load cell module was designed to have the capability to interchange the
loads cells of different ranges. This accommodates the different test for future engines.

Figure A.3.1. PCB Strain Gage Load Cell Product Specification Sheet for CROME Engine
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Figure A.3.2. Omega Load Cell Product Specification Sheet for CROME-X Engine (Page 1)
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Figure A.3.3. Omega Load Cell Product Specification Sheet for CROME-X Engine (Page 2)
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Figure A.3.4. Omega Load Cell Product Specification Sheet for CROME-X Engine (Page 3)
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Glossary
ATK

Alliant Techsystems

C*

Characteristic exhaust velocity

CAD

Computer Aided Design

CEA

Chemical Equilibrium with Applications

CoM

Center of Mass

COTS

Commercial off-the-shelf

CROME

Centennial Restartable Oxygen Methane Engine

cSETR

Center for Space Exploration Technology Research

Cv

Flow Coefficient

DAQ

Data Acquisition

DOF

Degree-of-freedom

ESAS

Exploration System Architecture Study

FEA/FEM

Finite Element Analysis / Model

FFC

Fuel Film Cooling

FS

Factor of Safety

ft.

Foot; unit of length

g

Unit of acceleration corresponding to a multiple of acceleration due to gravity

GN2

Gaseous Nitrogen

GNC

Guidance Navigation and Control

GRC

NASA Glenn Research Center

He

Helium

HHFTF

High Heat Flux Test Facility

ID

Inner Diameter
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Isp

Specific impulse

ISRU

In-situ Resource Utilization

ITS

SpaceX Interplanetary Transport System

JSC

NASA Johnson Space Center

KSC

NASA Kennedy Space Center

KTE

KT Engineering

lbf

Pound-force; unit of force

lbm

Pound-mass; unit of mass

LCH4

Liquid Methane

LCM

Load Cell Module

LH2

Liquid Hydrogen

LM

Apollo Lunar Module

LN2

Liquid Nitrogen

LNG

Liquefied Natural Gas

LO2

Liquid Oxygen

MIRO

MUREP Institutional Research Opportunity

MR

Propellant Mixture Ratio (also O/F)

N2O4

Dinitrogen Tetroxide

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

OD

Outer Diameter

O/F

Oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio (also MR)

P&ID

Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

Pc

Combustion chamber pressure

PL

Power Level (as a percentage of a rocket engine’s maximum thrust capability)

psig/psia

Pounds per square inch gauge / pounds per square inch absolute

PT

Pressure Transducer

RCS/RCE

Reaction Control System/Engine
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RP-1

Rocket Propellant 1 (highly refined kerosene)

RPM

Revolutions Per Minute

SOFC

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

SSC

NASA Stennis Space Center

SSME

Space Shuttle Main Engine

TC

Thermocouple

TMR

Total Momentum Ratio

tRIAc

Technology Research and Innovation Acceleration Park

TTS

Torsional Thrust Stand

ULA

United Launch Alliance

UTEP

The University of Texas at El Paso

V-A

Valve – Actuator Connector

VTOL

Vertical take-off and landing

WSTF

NASA White Sands Test Facility
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